[The role of neurotropic therapy in the treatment of acute sensorineural impairment of hearing following a viral infection].
The objective of the study. To estimate the efficacy of consecutive prescription of combined neurotropic therapy in addition to conventional treatment modalities for the patients presenting with acute sensorineural impairment of hearing. The results of analysis of the examination and treatment of 58 patients presenting with acute sensorineural impairment of hearing following a viral infection are presented. The patients of the study group (group 1) received the treatment according to the following scheme: intramuscular injections of milgamma at a dose of 2 ml for 10 days followed by the intake of milgamma tablets thrice daily during 20 days. The control patients (group 2) was comprised of the patients given conventional therapy alone. The efficacy of the treatment was estimated based on the results of tonal threshold audiometry before and after the treatment. It was shown that neurotropic therapy can speed up the process of hearing recovery in the patients suffering its acute sensorineural impairment by at least 5 days. The efficacy of traditional treatment combined with milgamma therapy in the patients with acute sensorineural impairment of hearing of allegedly viral etiology proved to be higher than that of conventional therapy alone within the first days after the onset of the treatment.